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The Three Questions

What is the problem?

What is new or different?

What are the contributions and limitations?



Motivation

Scheduling of scarce computer resources (e.g., CPU)

Has major impact on throughput and response time

Should be fair (scientific applications)

But also needs to adjust rapidly (interactive applications)

Priority-based schemes

Rely on ad-hoc assignment of priorities

Are poorly understood

Do not provide encapsulation, modularity



A Probabilistic Solution:
Lottery Scheduling



Lottery Scheduling

Provides a randomized mechanism

Not suitable for (hard) real-time systems

Provides control over relative execution rates

Can be implemented efficiently

Supports modular resource management



The Basic Ingredients

Tickets

Abstract, relative, and uniform resource rights

Lotteries

Probabilistically fair selection of next resource holder

Throughput proportional to client's ticket allocation

Binomial distribution, accuracy improves with 

Average response time inversely proportional to
client's ticket allocation

!
n
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Fun with Lottery Tickets
Ticket transfers

Useful for RPC-based systems

Avoid priority inversion problem

Ticket inflation

Provides alternative to transfers (no communication!)

Needs to be avoided/contained in general

Ticket currencies

Support flexible naming, sharing, and protecting
of resource rights

Compensation tickets

Make up for underutilization



Wait a Minute!

Lottery scheduling
is probabilistic

Mean error slows down,
but still grows

Fairly high distribution of
response times
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Figure 9: Throughput Accuracy. Simulation results for two clients with 7 : 3 (top) and 19 : 1 (bottom) ticket ratios over 1000

allocations. Only the first 100 quanta are shown for the stride scheduler, since its quantization error is deterministic and periodic.

(a) Mean lottery scheduler error, averaged over 1000 separate 7 : 3 runs. (b) Stride scheduler error for a single 7 : 3 run. (c) Mean

lottery scheduler error, averaged over 1000 separate 19 : 1 runs. (d) Stride scheduler error for a single 19 : 1 run.
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(d) Stride - 3
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(c) Lottery - 3

Figure 11: Response Time Distribution. Simulation results for two clients with a 7 : 3 ticket ratio over one million

allocations. (a) Client with 7 tickets under lottery scheduling: , . (b) Client with 7 tickets under stride

scheduling: , . (c) Client with 3 tickets under lottery scheduling: , . (d) Client with 3

tickets under stride scheduling: , .
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A Deterministic Solution:
Stride Scheduling



The Basic Ingredients

Tickets

Abstract, relative, and uniform resource rights

Strides (stride = stride1 / tickets)

Intervals between selections

Passes (pass += stride)

Virtual time index for next selection

Clients with smallest pass gets selected



Making Strides
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Figure 2: Stride Scheduling Example. Clients (trian-

gles), (circles), and (squares) have a 3 : 2 : 1 ticket ratio.

In this example, stride = 6, yielding respective strides of 2,

3, and 6. For each quantum, the client with the minimum pass

value is selected, and its pass is advanced by its stride.

broken using the arbitrary but consistent client ordering

, , .

2.2 Dynamic Client Participation

The algorithm presented in Figure 1 does not support

dynamic changes in the number of clients competing for

a resource. When clients are allowed to join and leave

at any time, their state must be appropriately modified.

Figure 3 extends the basic algorithm to efficiently handle

dynamic changes.

A key extension is the addition of global variables

that maintain aggregate information about the set of ac-

tive clients. The global tickets variable contains the

total ticket sum for all active clients. The global pass

variable maintains the “current” pass for the scheduler.

The global pass advances at the rate of global stride per

quantum, where global stride = stride / global tickets.

Conceptually, the global pass continuously advances at

a smooth rate. This is implemented by invoking the

global pass update() routine whenever the global pass

value is needed.

Due to the use of a fixed-point integer representation for

strides, small quantization errors may accumulate slowly, causing

A state variable is also associated with each client

to store the remaining portion of its stride when a dy-

namic change occurs. The remain field represents the

number of passes that are left before a client’s next se-

lection. When a client leaves the system, remain is

computed as the difference between the client’s pass

and the global pass. When a client rejoins the system,

its pass value is recomputed by adding its remain value

to the global pass.

This mechanism handles situations involving either

positive or negative error between the specified and ac-

tual number of allocations. If remain stride, then

the client is effectively given credit when it rejoins for

having previously waited for part of its stride without

receiving a quantum. If remain stride, then the client

is effectively penalized when it rejoins for having previ-

ously received a quantum without waiting for its entire

stride.

This approach makes an implicit assumption that a

partial quantum now is equivalent to a partial quantum

later. In general, this is a reasonable assumption, and

resembles the treatment of nonuniform quanta that will

be presented Section 2.4. However, it may not be ap-

propriate if the total number of tickets competing for

a resource varies significantly between the time that a

client leaves and rejoins the system.

The time complexity for both the client leave() and

client join()operations is , where is the num-

ber of clients. These operations are efficient because the

stride scheduling state associated with distinct clients is

completely independent; a change to one client does not

require updates to any other clients. The cost

results from the need to perform queue manipulations.

2.3 Dynamic Ticket Modifications

Additional support is needed to dynamically modify

client ticket allocations. Figure 4 illustrates a dynamic

allocation change, and Figure 5 lists ANSI C code for

global pass to drift away from client pass values over a long period

of time. This is unlikely to be a practical problem, since client pass

values are recomputed using global pass each time they leave and

rejoin the system. However, this problem can be avoided by very

infrequently resetting global pass to the minimum pass value for the

set of active clients.

Several interesting alternatives could also be implemented. For

example, a client could be given credit for some or all of the passes

that elapse while it is inactive.

4
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Dynamic Client Participation

Need to maintain aggregate information

Global tickets: sum of all active clients’ tickets

Global stride: stride1 / global tickets

Global pass: incremented by global stride per quantum

Need to maintain additional per-client information

Remain: client’s pass - global pass

Added back in when rejoining the system



Dynamic Ticket Modification

stride’

stride

global_pass pass

global_pass pass’

remain

remain’

done

Figure 4: Allocation Change. Modifying a client’s al-

location from tickets to tickets requires only a constant-time

recomputation of its stride and pass. The new stride is in-

versely proportional to tickets . The new pass is determined

by scaling remain, the remaining portion of the the current

stride, by stride / stride.

/* dynamically modify client ticket allocation */

void client modify(client t c, queue t q, int tickets)

int remain, stride;

/* leave queue for resource */

client leave(c, q);

/* compute new stride */

stride = stride1 / tickets;

/* scale remaining passes to reflect change in stride */

remain = (c->remain * stride) / c->stride;

/* update client state */

c->tickets = tickets;

c->stride = stride;

c->remain = remain;

/* rejoin queue for resource */

client join(c, q);

Figure 5: Dynamic Ticket Modification. ANSI C code

for dynamic modifications to client ticket allocations. Queue

manipulations can be performed in time by using

an appropriate data structure.

dynamically changing a client’s ticket allocation. When

a client’s allocation is dynamically changed from tickets

to tickets , its stride and pass values must be recom-

puted. The new stride is computed as usual, inversely

proportional to tickets . To compute the new pass , the

remaining portion of the client’s current stride, denoted

by remain, is adjusted to reflect the new stride . This

is accomplished by scaling remain by stride / stride.

In Figure 4, the client’s ticket allocation is increased,

so pass is decreased, compressing the time remaining

until the client is next selected. If its allocation had de-

creased, then pass would have increased, expanding the

time remaining until the client is next selected.

The client modify() operation requires time,

where is the number of clients. As with dy-

namic changes to the number of clients, ticket allocation

changes are efficient because the stride scheduling state

associated with distinct clients is completely indepen-

dent; the dominant cost is due to queue manipulations.

2.4 Nonuniform Quanta

With the basic stride scheduling algorithm presented in

Figure 1, a client that does not consume its entire allo-

cated quantum would receive less than its entitled share

of a resource. Similarly, it may be possible for a client’s

usage to exceed a standard quantum in some situations.

For example, under a non-preemptive scheduler, client

run lengths can vary considerably.

Fortunately, fractional and variable-size quanta can

easily be accommodated. When a client consumes a

fraction of its allocated time quantum, its pass should

be advanced by stride instead of stride. If ,

then the client’s pass will be increased less, and it will

be scheduled sooner. If , then the client’s pass

will be increased more, and it will be scheduled later.

The extended code listed in Figure 3 supports nonuni-

form quanta by effectively computing as the elapsed

resource usage time divided by a standard quantum in

the same time units.

Another extension would permit clients to specify

the quantum size that they require. This could be im-

plemented by associating an additional quantum field

with each client, and scaling each client’s stride field by

An alternativewould be to allow a client to specify its scheduling

period. Since a client’s period and quantum are related by its relative

resource share, specifying one quantity yields the other.

6



One More Thing

Throughput error

Bounded to single quantum between any two clients

But absolute error may still be O(# clients)

Approach: combine clients into groups

Larger ticket allocations, smaller strides

Algorithm: balanced binary tree of groups

Aggregate ticket, stride, and pass values

Updates propagated to each of a client’s ancestors



Simulations



Lotteries v Strides
Although not presented here, we have also devel-

oped operations to support dynamic client participa-

tion under hierarchical stride scheduling [Wal95]. As

for allocate(), the time complexity for client join() and

client leave() operations is , where is the

number of clients.

5 Simulation Results

This section presents the results of several quantitative

experiments designed to evaluate the effectiveness of

stride scheduling. We examine the behavior of stride

scheduling in both static and dynamic environments,

and also test hierarchical stride scheduling. When stride

scheduling is compared to lottery scheduling, we find

that the stride-based approach provides more accurate

control over relative throughput rates, with much lower

variance in response times.

For example, Figure 8 presents the results of schedul-

ing three clients with a 3 : 2 : 1 ticket ratio for 100 al-

locations. The dashed lines represent the ideal alloca-

tions for each client. It is clear from Figure 8(a) that

lottery scheduling exhibits significant variability at this

time scale, due to the algorithm’s inherent use of ran-

domization. In contrast, Figure 8(b) indicates that the

deterministic stride scheduler produces precise periodic

behavior.

5.1 Throughput Accuracy

Under randomized lottery scheduling, the expected

value for the absolute error between the specified and

actual number of allocations for any set of clients is

, where is the number of allocations. This

is because the number of lotteries won by a client has

a binomial distribution. The probability that a client

holding tickets will win a given lottery with a total of

tickets is simply . After identical lotteries,

the expected number of wins is , with

variance .

Under deterministic stride scheduling, the relative er-

ror between the specified and actual number of alloca-

tions for any pair of clients never exceeds one, indepen-

dent of . This is because the only source of relative

error is due to quantization.
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Figure 8: Lottery vs. Stride Scheduling. Simulation

results for 100 allocations involving three clients, , , and

, with a 3 : 2 : 1 allocation. The dashed lines represent ideal

proportional-share behavior. (a) Allocation by randomized

lottery scheduler shows significant variability. (b) Allocation

by deterministic stride scheduler exhibits precise periodic be-

havior: , , , , , .
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Although not presented here, we have also devel-

oped operations to support dynamic client participa-

tion under hierarchical stride scheduling [Wal95]. As

for allocate(), the time complexity for client join() and

client leave() operations is , where is the

number of clients.

5 Simulation Results

This section presents the results of several quantitative

experiments designed to evaluate the effectiveness of

stride scheduling. We examine the behavior of stride

scheduling in both static and dynamic environments,

and also test hierarchical stride scheduling. When stride

scheduling is compared to lottery scheduling, we find

that the stride-based approach provides more accurate

control over relative throughput rates, with much lower

variance in response times.

For example, Figure 8 presents the results of schedul-

ing three clients with a 3 : 2 : 1 ticket ratio for 100 al-

locations. The dashed lines represent the ideal alloca-

tions for each client. It is clear from Figure 8(a) that

lottery scheduling exhibits significant variability at this

time scale, due to the algorithm’s inherent use of ran-

domization. In contrast, Figure 8(b) indicates that the

deterministic stride scheduler produces precise periodic

behavior.

5.1 Throughput Accuracy

Under randomized lottery scheduling, the expected

value for the absolute error between the specified and

actual number of allocations for any set of clients is

, where is the number of allocations. This

is because the number of lotteries won by a client has

a binomial distribution. The probability that a client

holding tickets will win a given lottery with a total of

tickets is simply . After identical lotteries,

the expected number of wins is , with

variance .

Under deterministic stride scheduling, the relative er-

ror between the specified and actual number of alloca-

tions for any pair of clients never exceeds one, indepen-

dent of . This is because the only source of relative

error is due to quantization.
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Figure 8: Lottery vs. Stride Scheduling. Simulation

results for 100 allocations involving three clients, , , and

, with a 3 : 2 : 1 allocation. The dashed lines represent ideal

proportional-share behavior. (a) Allocation by randomized

lottery scheduler shows significant variability. (b) Allocation

by deterministic stride scheduler exhibits precise periodic be-

havior: , , , , , .
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Throughput Accuracy
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Figure 9: Throughput Accuracy. Simulation results for two clients with 7 : 3 (top) and 19 : 1 (bottom) ticket ratios over 1000

allocations. Only the first 100 quanta are shown for the stride scheduler, since its quantization error is deterministic and periodic.

(a) Mean lottery scheduler error, averaged over 1000 separate 7 : 3 runs. (b) Stride scheduler error for a single 7 : 3 run. (c) Mean

lottery scheduler error, averaged over 1000 separate 19 : 1 runs. (d) Stride scheduler error for a single 19 : 1 run.
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More Throughput Accuracy
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Figure 10: Throughput Accuracy – Dynamic Allocations. Simulation results for two clients with [2,12] : 3 (top) and

190 : [5,15] (bottom) ticket ratios over 1000 allocations. The notation [ , ] indicates a random ticket allocation that is uniformly

distributed from to . Random ticket allocations were dynamically updated every other quantum. (a) Mean lottery scheduler

error, averaged over 1000 separate [2,12] : 3 runs. (b) Stride scheduler error for a single [2,12] : 3 run. (c) Mean lottery scheduler

error, averaged over 1000 separate 190 : [5,15] runs. (d) Stride scheduler error for a single 190 : [5,15] run.
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Response Time Distribution
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(b) Stride - 19
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(d) Stride - 1
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(c) Lottery - 1

Figure 12: Response Time Distribution. Simulation results for two clients with a 19 : 1 ticket ratio over one million

allocations. (a) Client with 19 tickets under lottery scheduling: , . (b) Client with 19 tickets under stride

scheduling: , . (c) Client with 1 ticket under lottery scheduling: , . (d) Client with 1

ticket under stride scheduling: , .
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Hierarchical Strides
5.4 Hierarchical Stride Scheduling

As discussed in Section 4, stride scheduling can produce

an absolute error of for skewed ticket distribu-

tions, where is the number of clients. In contrast,

hierarchical stride scheduling bounds the absolute er-

ror to . As a result, response-time variability

can be significantly reduced under hierarchical stride

scheduling.

Figure 13 presents client response time distributions

under both hierarchical stride scheduling and ordinary

stride scheduling. Eight clients with a 7 : 1 : : 1 ticket

ratio were simulated for one million allocations. Ex-

cluding the very first allocation, the response time for

each of the low-throughput clients was always 14, under

both schedulers. Thus we only present response time

distributions for the high-throughput client.

The ordinary stride scheduler runs the high-

throughput client for 7 consecutive quanta, and then

runs each of the low-throughput clients for one quan-

tum. The hierarchical stride scheduler interleaves the

clients, resulting in a tighter distribution. In this case,

the standard deviation of the ordinary stride scheduler’s

distribution is more than twice as large as that for the

hierarchical stride scheduler. We observed a maximum

absolute error of 4 quanta for the high-throughput client

under ordinary stride scheduling, and only 1.5 quanta

under hierarchical stride scheduling.

6 Prototype Implementations

We implemented two prototype stride schedulers by

modifying the Linux 1.1.50 kernel on a 25MHz i486-

based IBM Thinkpad 350C. The first prototype enables

proportional-share control over processor time, and the

second enables proportional-share control over network

transmission bandwidth.

6.1 Process Scheduler

The goal of our first prototype was to permit

proportional-share allocation of processor time to con-

trol relative computation rates. We primarily changed

the kernel code that handles process scheduling, switch-

ing from a conventional priority scheduler to a stride-

based algorithm with a scheduling quantum of 100 mil-

liseconds. Ticket allocations can be specified via a new
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Figure 13: Hierarchical Stride Scheduling. Response

time distributions for a simulation of eight clients with a

7 : 1 : : 1 ticket ratio over one million allocations. Re-

sponse times are shown only for the client with 7 tickets. (a)

Hierarchical Stride Scheduler: , . (b)

Ordinary Stride Scheduler: , .
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5.4 Hierarchical Stride Scheduling

As discussed in Section 4, stride scheduling can produce

an absolute error of for skewed ticket distribu-

tions, where is the number of clients. In contrast,

hierarchical stride scheduling bounds the absolute er-

ror to . As a result, response-time variability

can be significantly reduced under hierarchical stride

scheduling.

Figure 13 presents client response time distributions

under both hierarchical stride scheduling and ordinary

stride scheduling. Eight clients with a 7 : 1 : : 1 ticket

ratio were simulated for one million allocations. Ex-

cluding the very first allocation, the response time for

each of the low-throughput clients was always 14, under

both schedulers. Thus we only present response time

distributions for the high-throughput client.

The ordinary stride scheduler runs the high-

throughput client for 7 consecutive quanta, and then

runs each of the low-throughput clients for one quan-

tum. The hierarchical stride scheduler interleaves the

clients, resulting in a tighter distribution. In this case,

the standard deviation of the ordinary stride scheduler’s

distribution is more than twice as large as that for the

hierarchical stride scheduler. We observed a maximum

absolute error of 4 quanta for the high-throughput client

under ordinary stride scheduling, and only 1.5 quanta

under hierarchical stride scheduling.

6 Prototype Implementations

We implemented two prototype stride schedulers by

modifying the Linux 1.1.50 kernel on a 25MHz i486-

based IBM Thinkpad 350C. The first prototype enables

proportional-share control over processor time, and the

second enables proportional-share control over network

transmission bandwidth.

6.1 Process Scheduler

The goal of our first prototype was to permit

proportional-share allocation of processor time to con-

trol relative computation rates. We primarily changed

the kernel code that handles process scheduling, switch-

ing from a conventional priority scheduler to a stride-

based algorithm with a scheduling quantum of 100 mil-

liseconds. Ticket allocations can be specified via a new
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Figure 13: Hierarchical Stride Scheduling. Response

time distributions for a simulation of eight clients with a

7 : 1 : : 1 ticket ratio over one million allocations. Re-

sponse times are shown only for the client with 7 tickets. (a)

Hierarchical Stride Scheduler: , . (b)

Ordinary Stride Scheduler: , .
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In the Real World



CPU Scheduling
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Figure 14: CPU Rate Accuracy. For each allocation

ratio, the observed iteration ratio is plotted for each of three

30 second runs. The gray line indicates the ideal where the

two ratios are identical. The observed ratios are within 1% of

the ideal for all data points.

stride cpu set tickets() system call. We did not

implement support for higher-level abstractions such as

ticket transfers and currencies. Fewer than 300 lines of

source code were added or modified to implement our

changes.

Our first experiment tested the accuracy with which

our prototype could control the relative execution rate

of computations. Each point plotted in Figure 14 indi-

cates the relative execution rate that was observed for

two processes running the compute-bound arith inte-

ger arithmetic benchmark [Byt91]. Three thirty-second

runs were executed for each integral ratio between one

and ten. In all cases, the observed ratios are within 1%

of the ideal. We also ran experiments involving higher

ratios, and found that the observed ratio for a 20 : 1 al-

location ranged from 19.94 to 20.04, and the observed

ratio for a 50 : 1 allocation ranged from 49.93 to 50.44.

Our next experiment examined the scheduler’s behav-

ior over shorter time intervals. Figure 15 plots average

iteration counts over a series of 2-second time windows

during a single 60 second execution with a 3 : 1 alloca-

tion. The two processes remain close to their allocated
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Figure 15: CPU Fairness Over Time. Two processes

executing the compute-bound arith benchmark with a 3 : 1

ticket allocation. Averaged over the entire run, the two pro-

cesses executed 2409.18 and 802.89 iterations/sec., for an

actual ratio of 3.001:1.

ratios throughout the experiment. Note that if we used a

10 millisecond time quantum instead of the scheduler’s

100 millisecond quantum, the same degree of fairness

would be observed over a series of 200 millisecond time

windows.

To assess the overhead imposed by our prototype

stride scheduler, we ran performance tests consisting

of concurrent arith benchmark processes. Overall, we

found that the performance of our prototype was com-

parable to that of the standard Linux process scheduler.

Compared to unmodified Linux, groups of 1, 2, 4, and

8 arith processes each completed fewer iterations un-

der stride scheduling, but the difference was always less

than 0.2%.

However, neither the standard Linux scheduler nor

our prototype stride scheduler are particularly efficient.

For example, the Linux scheduler performs a linear scan

of all processes to find the one with the highest priority.

Our prototype also performs a linear scan to find the

process with the minimum pass; an time im-

plementation would have required substantial changes

to existing kernel code.
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6.2 Network Device Scheduler

The goal of our second prototype was to permit

proportional-share control over transmission bandwidth

for network devices such as Ethernet and SLIP inter-

faces. Such control would be particularly useful for

applications such as concurrent ftp file transfers, and

concurrenthttpWeb server replies. For example, many

Web servers have relatively slow connections to the In-

ternet, resulting in substantial delays for transfers of

large objects such as graphical images. Given control

over relative transmission rates, a Web server could pro-

vide different levels of service to concurrent clients. For

example, tickets could be issued by servers based upon

the requesting user, machine, or domain. Commercial

servers could even sell tickets to clients demanding faster

service.

We primarily changed the kernel code that han-

dles generic network device queueing. This involved

switching from conventional FIFO queueing to stride-

based queueing that respects per-socket ticket alloca-

tions. Ticket allocations can be specified via a new

SO TICKETS option to the setsockopt() system call.

Although not implemented in our prototype, a more

complete system should also consider additional forms

of admission control to manage other system resources,

such as network buffers. Fewer than 300 lines of source

code were added or modified to implement our changes.

Our first experiment tested the prototype’s ability to

control relative network transmission rates on a local

area network. We used the ttcp network test program

[TTC91] to transfer fabricated buffers from an IBM

Thinkpad 350C running our modified Linux kernel, to a

To be included with http requests, tickets would require an

external data representation. If security is a concern, cryptographic

techniques could be employed to prevent forgery and theft.

Wemade a fewminormodifications to the standardttcp bench-

mark. Other than extensions to specify ticket allocations and facili-

tate coordinated timing, we also decreased the value of a hard-coded

delay constant. This constant is used to temporarily put a trans-

mitting process to sleep when it is unable to write to a socket due

to a lack of buffer space (ENOBUFS). Without this modification, the

observed throughput ratios were consistently lower than specified

allocations, with significant differences for large ratios. With the

larger delay constant, we believe that the low-throughput client is

able to continue sending packets while the high-throughput client is

sleeping, distorting the intended throughput ratio. Of course, chang-

ing the kernel interface to signal a process when more buffer space

becomes available would probably be preferable to polling.
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Figure 16: Ethernet UDP Rate Accuracy. For each

allocation ratio, the observed data transmission ratio is plotted

for each of three runs. The gray line indicates the ideal where

the two ratios are identical. The observed ratios are within

5% of the ideal for all data points.

DECStation 5000/133 running Ultrix. Both machines

were on the same physical subnet, connected via a

10Mbps Ethernet that also carried network traffic for

other users.

Each point plotted in Figure 16 indicates the rela-

tive UDP data transmission rate that was observed for

two processes running the ttcp benchmark. Each ex-

periment started with both processes on the sending ma-

chine attempting to transmit 4K buffers, each containing

8Kbytes of data, for a total 32Mbyte transfer. As soon

as one process finished sending its data, it terminated the

other process via a Unix signal. Metrics were recorded

on the receiving machine to capture end-to-end applica-

tion throughput. The observed ratios are very accurate;

all data points are within 5% of the ideal. For larger

ticket ratios, the observed throughput ratio is slightly

lower than the specified allocation. For example, a 20 : 1

allocation resulted in actual throughput ratios ranging

from 18.51 : 1 to 18.77 : 1.

To assess the overhead imposed by our prototype,

we ran performance tests consisting of concurrent ttcp

benchmark processes. Overall, we found that the perfor-

mance of our prototype was comparable to that of stan-

dard Linux. Although the prototype increases the length
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What Do You Think?


